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There are suppliers of gas-liquid separators that specifically

The gas flow enters the separator from the left and it is directed

cater to the petroleum industry and market their products as

at the center of a fanblade-like structure Eaton refers to as a

knock-out drums. These designs seem to rely on the gas inlet

Cenpellar™. The center of the Cenpellar (directly opposite of

being tangential to the outlet (side inlet with a topside outlet)

the inlet nozzle) is solid, causing liquid and particles to impinge

while employing centrifugal force or schoepentoeter internal

and coalesce – gravity takes over from there and it collects

geometry in conjunction with a coalescing demisting pad

within the sump.

section. This type of vessel requires access to the internals for

propelled through the angled “blades” of the Cenpellar, creating

periodic cleaning and replacement of the coalescing media and

sufficient centrifugal force to propel them to the inner

thus contributes to its overall size, complexity and cost.

circumference of the vessel and away from the outlet nozzle on

Finer entrained droplets and particles are

the other side of the Cenpellar.

Liquid and particles are

The centrifugal separator designs we offer support installation

prevented from becoming re-entrained into the gas steam from

into pipelines that are horizontal, vertical and combinations of

a structure within the separator that Eaton refers to as a vortex

thereof, providing flexibility in location and perhaps reduction in

containment plate.

overall footprint/weight. We can accommodate user specified

entrained droplets from reaching the center of the vessel where

hold-up volumes as well as additional nozzles for monitoring

the outlet nozzle is located.

Its purpose is to cut-off the swirl of

liquid level, pump feed, drainage and inspection.
We can enhance the reduction in velocity by oversizing the
An example of using both knock-out drums and centrifugal

vessel body and drain sump to maintain efficiency during upset

separators can be found in petrochemical applications related to

conditions.

manufacturing of plastic resins such as styrene, polystyrene and

inspection purposes and we can customize the design with any

polyethylene. The specifications typically refer to the first stage

number of additional nozzles.

An optional manway is sometimes desirable for

as either a knock-out drum or “pre-condenser” to prevent carryover of entrained liquid and solids into vacuum systems.

Let us put our decades of experience to work for you and your

Centrifugal separators are installed as a second stage to

next knock-out drum or gas/liquid separation application; we

maximize separation of process chemicals so they can be

often confirm sizing, pricing and lead time within 24 hours and

recycled, reducing both waste treatment and chemical make-

you can call our office and reach an application knowledgeable

up. This is a typical design we supply for such an application:

person to discuss your requirements in detail.
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